My 10 favorite Twitter accounts (@imamusaller)
1. @MarDixon, as she defines herself, is an ‘over sharer’ whose aim is to make sure culture is accessible to all. Mar coordinates and is
founder of many international projects.
2. @MuseumHour alias ‘the most fun you’ve had talking museums’ goes live every Monday, 8pm-9pm UK time. Enjoy lively
discussions and conversations on anything museums and more.
3. @HannahHethmon, a museum professional whose focus is communication for museums and historic sites, has created a
museum podcast named ‘Museums in Strange Places’.
4. @Artlust (Seema Rao) is an artist and author teaching people to hone their creativity.
5. @MuseumMammy is a writer, curator, and activist with a passion for innovation in art, fashion and cultural studies.
6. @NancyProctor is the Director of the MuseWeb Foundation, among others. Her tweets are inspired by artists, innovators and
inclusive design.
7. @NinaSimon is the Director of the Santa Cruz Museum of Art and History and the founder of the renowned blog Museum 2.0.
8. @OFBYFOR_ALL is a movement made up of museum, library, park, and culture activists working to build a more inclusive
world.
9. @SuseAnderson is the founder of the @museopunks podcast, which investigates the fascinating work and personalities in and
around the museum sector.
10. @MuseumCN (Museum Computer Network) is a global conference whose aim is to advance digital transformation in museums
(since 1967).

My 10 favorite Instagram accounts (@imamusaller)
1. @SFMOMA, with its bright and colorful feed
2. @LACMA, with its engaging and entertaining stories
3. @museumhack, for museum memes and funny interpretations of artworks
4. @dinosaurwhisperer, with its science-oriented feed and a fun take on the natural world
5. @maxwellmuseums, with a classic and bright feed (from the British Museum and more)
6. @ihavethisthingwithmuseumpics, with some of the most beautiful museum photos on the platform
7. @dressedtomatch, with its inspiring feed made of people dressed like artworks
8. @malouder, a fresh and design-oriented feed that pleases the eye
9. @museumclub, regrouping beautiful museum photos all in one feed
10. @museumsfromtheworld, which promises to feature beautiful shots from world museums

